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SILENO
Robotic Lawnmowers



GARDENA’s range of new generation SILENO Robotic Lawnmowers are the 
understated heroes in modern-day lawn maintenance, because let’s be honest, 
keeping even the smallest of lawns tidy can take a lot of time and effort.

SILENO Robotic Lawnmowers make lawn-care easy, allowing you to spend 
more time doing other things - IN or OUT of the garden.

• Easy installation - with access to online instruction videos.
• Easy to program - via the Bluetooth® App, with step-by-step guidance.
• Easy on the ears - whisper quiet.
• Easy maintenance - hose washable.

Want to know more?
We dispel the six biggest MYTHS
surrounding Robotic Lawnmowers:

THE INTELLIGENT
Robotic Lawnmower.
SILENO.

Watch
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Mowing with the
mowing masters.
SILENO Robotic Lawnmowers | Developed from more than 20 years of experience

FOR MORE THAN

20 YE ARS

RELIABLE

CONNECTED
Simply pick up your
smartphone, and
download the GARDENA
Bluetooth® App, to easily
set up and control your
SILENO Robotic Lawnmower,
within a range of 10m.

QUIET
Operates at no more than 58 
dB(A). Mow any time, day or 
night, without disturbing 
the neighbours.
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PRECISE
The SILENO is a better navigator. 
It tackles the narrowest of spaces and 
tightest corners with reliable precision.

ALL WEATHER 
& TERRAIN
Rain or shine, up or down 
slopes (up to 35% (19°) for 
City 250 and Life 750, and 
25% (14°) for minimo 250 
and minimo 500), SILENO 
gets the job done!
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Easy set-up.
SILENO Robotic Lawnmowers | Easy to install and programme

EASY TO INSTALL
Installation is straightforward. An 
easy to follow programming assistant 
guides you through the menu and 
self-calculates the mowing plan. 
The mowing times can also be freely 
programmed to suit your own schedule 
and preferences. 

SIM
PLE AND

STRESS- FREE

INSTALLATION

EASY TO USE
With simple menu navigation and a 
set-up assistant, SILENO is designed 
for straightforward DIY installation, 
programming and operation, 
including via the GARDENA 
Bluetooth® App.
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GUIDING
Thanks to the boundary wire, SILENO 
navigates reliably through mapped 
lawn areas - and back to the charging 
station via the guide wire.

EXACT
Proven technology delivers precise results. 
Thanks to the GARDENA boundary wire, 
SILENO knows where to mow – down to the 
centimetre. Accurate, reliable and flexible.
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Live and let mow.
SILENO Robotic Lawnmowers | Reliable Features

INDEPENDENT
Totally autonomous mowing and charging.        
When charging is required, SILENO 
automatically returns itself to the charging 
station.

FLEXIBLE PLACEMENT OF THE 
CHARGING STATION
Even in narrow sections and                 
outside of the mowing area.

EASY TO CLEAN
SILENO Robotic Lawnmowers have been constructed so 
that a simple spray with the garden hose frees housing, 
blades, and wheels, of dirt, dust and residual grass. 
Electronics are protected from water.

UNCOMPLICATED
Cleaning SILENO is easy - just wash out 
the underside of the housing with your 
garden hose.
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W
ITH

 A SIMPLE SPRAY

OF THE GARDEN HOSE

EASY-CLEAN
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AGILE
SILENO manages even narrow 
corridors and tight passageways 
in your mowing area without a 
problem.

SILENO Robotic Lawnmowers | Reliable Features
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INDUSTRIOUS
Handles secondary areas with ease.
Transport SILENO to the designated secondary area, 
press the ‘mode’ button, select ‘secondary area’, 
select ‘start’. Return the Robotic Lawnmower to the 
charger when finished.

FO
R YOUR

PEACE OF MIN
D

SAFE

LIFT SENSOR
If the Robotic Lawnmower is lifted 
the blades stop immediately -  
preventing injury.

COLLISION SENSOR
A highly sensitive collision sensor 
ensures obstacles are recognised 
and circumnavigated.
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SPOT CUTTING
A spiral mowing function allows 
SILENO to efficiently mow hard-to-reach  
areas such as under trampolines or 
garden furniture.
SILENO is manually moved to the 
chosen area and the function is 
activated manually.

CORRIDOR CUT
Mowing difficult or narrow passages of 
60cm - 1.5m in width is no problem, 
thanks to the CorridorCut function. 
SILENO moves in a special mowing pattern, 
efficiently covering the width of the passage. 
When SILENO reaches the end of the narrow 
passage it continues on to cut the remaining 
lawn areas.

SILENO Robotic Lawnmowers | Lawn-loving Features

FROST SENSOR
Grass is extremely sensitive when covered with frost. 
This function does not allow the grass to be cut if 
temperatures are below 5°C.
The mowing schedule is suspended to protect the lawn, as 
mowing damages the grass when it is frozen.
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SENSOR CONTROL
The SensorControl function automatically 
adjusts the mowing duration to the growth of 
the grass. The intelligent cutting system can 
be set to three frequency levels; low, mid, 
or high. The higher the frequency, the more 
sensitive SILENO is to grass growth. 

PERFECT

YEAR - ROUND

LAWN
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SUSTAINABLE
SILENO cuts gently and evenly taking 
millimetres at each cut.
The fine-cut grass tips are returned to the 
lawn as a natural fertiliser and maintain 
the lawn right down to the root area.

FLEXIBLE
How much should be cut?  
The cutting height can be adjusted 
by simply turning the dial for City 
250 and Life 750 models. Minimo 
250 and 500 have manual height 
adjustment.

SILENO Robotic Lawnmowers | Lawn-loving features
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SENSORCUT SYSTEM
SILENO travels and cuts in a random pattern, 
reaching every corner of the garden. 
3 x polished, precision-ground blades cut grass 
evenly and cleanly from all directions - providing 
a close cut, with a beautiful, stripe-free finish.

EVERYTHING INCLUDED
In the box with your new SILENO 
robotic lawnmower and Charging 
Station are the Boundary Wire, 
Pegs, Couplers and Connectors 
you need to get SILENO installed 
on your lawn. All included at no 
extra cost. 
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GARDENA Bluetooth® App
When it comes to home appliances, connectivity has become a standard 
and an expectation. Following this trend, GARDENA have developed the 
GARDENA Bluetooth® App. 

Comapatible with the SILENO range of Robotic Lawnmowers, the app 
places control of your lawn care in the palm of your hand.

Set and forget your Robotic Lawnmower so you can spend more time 
doing other things - IN or OUT of the garden.

All programming options and additional settings are coveniently at hand 
with the GARDENA Bluetooth® App.
        
For SILENO City and Life models, programmes and settings can also be   
managed via the control panel directly on the mower.

GARDENA
Bluetooth®

App
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10 m

Bluetooth® Connection

Pick up your smart-
phone, open the 
GARDENA Bluetooth® 
App and you’re ready 
to go with zero fuss.

Control from up to 
10 m
Simply pick up your 
smartphone, and 
download the 
GARDENA Bluetooth® 
App, to easily set up 
and control your 
SILENO Robotic 
Lawnmower, within a 
range of 10m. 

Easy scheduling 

The GARDENA 
Bluetooth® App has an 
integrated scheduling 
assistant that will 
suggest optimal mowing 
schedules, based on the 
users response to quick 
and simple questions.

Easy configuration

The GARDENA 
Bluetooth® App 
provides step-by-step 
guidance for setting up 
and configuring your 
Bluetooth® device.

Explore the features of the GARDENA Bluetooth® App
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For small lawn areas up to 250m2

SILENO Minimo 250

CUTTING CAPACITY
up to 250m²

FLEXIBLE PLACEMENT OF 
THE CHARGING STATION
Even in narrow sections and
outside of the mowing area.

TERRAIN ADAPTATION
The oscillating integrated rear wheel (x1) 
makes the Robotic Lawnmower 
particularly manoeuvrable.

EASY TO CLEAN
Simply spray with the 
garden hose. Electronics 
are protected from water. 

SET MOWING TIMES  
USING THE SET-UP  
ASSISTANT
Enter your lawn size and 
preferred mowing times, and 
it automatically calculates and 
generates the schedule.

SENSOR CONTROL
Adjusts the mowing frequency
to the grass growth.

QUIET MOWER
Only 57 dB(A) 
guaranteed. 

O F  C O U R S E ! . . .  I T ’ S  A  G A R D E N A

For lawn areas up to 250m2, SILENO Minimo 250 offers GARDENA Bluetooth® App 
control from your smartphone or device within a 10m radius. Features EasyApp Control, 
Auto Schedule and EasyConfig for straightforward installation and use. Minimo 250 mows 
autonomously - reliably, evenly and quietly, to keep lawns looking their well-maintained best in 
all weather. So you can spend more of your free time doing what you love.

SPOT CUTTING
Targeted, spiral mowing, for 
hard-to-reach areas such as 
under the trampoline.

CORRIDOR CUT
Mows difficult, or narrow passages, 
and dead-ends from 60cm.

SECURITY SETTING
PIN code.

Watch

Connect via the GARDENA 
Bluetooth® app. For local 
connection up to 10m.

W
ITH

ONLINE PRODUCT REGIS
TR

AT
IO

N

www.gardena.com/registra
tio

n

For small-medium lawn areas up to 500m2

SILENO Minimo 500

O F  C O U R S E ! . . .  I T ’ S  A  G A R D E N A 18

For lawn areas up to 500m2, SILENO Minimo 500 offers GARDENA Bluetooth® App 
control from your smartphone or device within a 10m radius. Features EasyApp Control, 
Auto Schedule and EasyConfig for straightforward installation and use. Minimo 500 mows 
autonomously - reliably, evenly and quietly, to keep lawns looking their well-maintained best 
in all weather. So you can spend more of your free time doing what you love.

CUTTING CAPACITY
up to 500m²

FLEXIBLE PLACEMENT OF 
THE CHARGING STATION
Even in narrow sections and
outside of the mowing area.

TERRAIN ADAPTATION
The oscillating integrated rear wheel (x1) 
makes the Robotic Lawnmower 
particularly manoeuvrable.

EASY TO CLEAN
Simply spray with the 
garden hose. Electronics 
are protected from water. 

SET MOWING TIMES  
USING THE SET-UP  
ASSISTANT
Enter your lawn size and 
preferred mowing times, and 
it automatically calculates and 
generates the schedule.

SENSOR CONTROL
Adjusts the mowing frequency
to the grass growth.

QUIET MOWER
Only 57 dB(A) 
guaranteed. 

CORRIDOR CUT
Mows difficult, or narrow passages, 
and dead-ends from 60cm.

SPOT CUTTING
Targeted, spiral mowing, 
for hard-to-reach areas such 
as under the trampoline.

SECURITY SETTING
PIN code.

Watch

Connect via the GARDENA 
Bluetooth® app. For local 
connection up to 10m.

W
ITH

ONLINE PRODUCT REGIS
TR

AT
IO

N

www.gardena.com/registra
tio

n
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For small areas up to 250 m2

SILENO City 250

CUTTING CAPACITY
up to 250 m²

FLEXIBLE PLACEMENT OF 
THE CHARGING STATION
Even in narrow sections and
outside of the mowing area.

TERRAIN ADAPTATION
The oscillating integrated rear wheel (x1) 
makes the Robotic Lawnmower 
particularly manoeuvrable.

EASY TO CLEAN
Simply spray with the 
garden hose. Electronics 
are protected from water. 

SET MOWING TIMES  
USING THE SET-UP  
ASSISTANT
Enter your lawn size and 
preferred mowing times, and 
it automatically calculates and 
generates the schedule.

SENSOR CONTROL
Adjusts the mowing frequency
to the grass growth.

QUIET MOWER
Only 57 dB(A) 
guaranteed. 

For small lawn areas up to 250m2, the SILENO City 250 mows reliably, evenly, quietly, and 
without human intervention. Running on a Li-Ion battery, the Robotic Lawnmower remains 
within its designated mowing area - determined by the boundary wire, and automatically 
returns to its charging station when required - thanks to the guide wire.

Watch

SPOT CUTTING
Targeted, spiral mowing, for 
hard-to-reach areas such as 
under the trampoline.

CORRIDOR CUT
Mows difficult, or narrow passages, 
and dead-ends from 60cm.

SECURITY SETTING
PIN code.

Connect via the GARDENA 
Bluetooth® app. For local 
connection up to 10m.

W
ITH

ONLINE PRODUCT REGIS
TR

AT
IO

N

www.gardena.com/registra
tio

n

For medium areas up to 750 m2

SILENO Life 750
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For medium lawn areas up to 750m2, the SILENO Life 750 mows reliably, evenly, quietly, 
and without human intervention. Running on a Li-Ion battery, the Robotic Lawnmower 
remains within its designated mowing area - determined by the boundary wire and 
automatically returns to its charging station when required - thanks to the guide wire.

Watch

CUTTING CAPACITY
up to 750 m²

FLEXIBLE PLACEMENT OF 
THE CHARGING STATION
Even in narrow sections and
outside of the mowing area.

TERRAIN ADAPTATION
The oscillating integrated rear wheels (x2) 
make the Robotic Lawnmower 
particularly manoeuvrable.

EASY TO CLEAN
Simply spray with the 
garden hose. Electronics 
are protected from water. 

SET MOWING TIMES  
USING THE SET-UP  
ASSISTANT
Enter your lawn size and 
preferred mowing times, and 
it automatically calculates and 
generates the schedule.

SENSOR CONTROL
Adjusts the mowing frequency
to the grass growth.

QUIET MOWER
Only 57 dB(A) 
guaranteed. 

CORRIDOR CUT
Mows difficult, or narrow passages, 
and dead-ends from 60cm.

SPOT CUTTING
Targeted, spiral mowing, 
for hard-to-reach areas such 
as under the trampoline.

SECURITY SETTING
PIN code + Alarm.

Connect via the GARDENA 
Bluetooth® app. For local 
connection up to 10m.

W
ITH

ONLINE PRODUCT REGIS
TR

AT
IO

N

www.gardena.com/registra
tio

n



SILENO minimo 250 SILENO minimo 500 SILENO City 250
Article No. 15201-38 15202-38 15001-38
Part No. 970462814 970462914 967646814
Lawn area  Up to 250 m2 Up to 500 m2  Up to 250 m2

Max. gradient Up to 25 % Up to 25 % Up to 35 %
Cutting height, adjustable 20–45 mm 20–45 mm 20–50 mm
Security setting PIN code PIN code PIN code
Guaranteed sound power 
level (dB)A

57 (dB)A 57 (dB)A 57 (dB)A

Hose washable • • •
CorridorCut • • •
Frost sensor • • •
Spot cutting • • •
SensorControl • • •
Bluetooth® compatible • • •
Oscillating rear wheels x1 x1 x1
Battery system Lithium-ion battery Lithium-ion battery Lithium-ion battery
Weight Approx. 7.3 kg Approx. 7.3 kg Approx. 7.3 kg
Includes 150 m boundary wire, 

200 hooks,  
4 couplers,  
5 connectors

150 m boundary wire, 
200 hooks,  
4 couplers,  
5 connectors

150 m boundary wire, 
200 hooks,  
4 couplers,  
5 connectors

 For small lawnsS
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Robotic lawnmowers at a glance

Blade Kit 
Spare blades for maintenance and lawncare.
These 9 razor-sharp blades and fastening 
screws give 3 full blade set changes. 
Article No. 4087-20

Accessories

Garage 
Offers your SILENO robotic lawnmower extra 
protection against direct sunlight and severe
weather conditions. 
Article No. 15020-20

Boundary Wire Repair Kit 
Handy kit for repairing boundary wire and 
making minor adjustments to the mowing area. 
Includes 5m wire, 10 hooks, 6 couplers.
Article No. 4059-60
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 For medium-sized lawns

Support and                
service
Our service at a glance;

Frequently Asked Questions   
Got questions?
Find the answers at the online Robotic Lawnmower 
Support Centre.

Installation Videos  
Here’s how
It is easy to install a GARDENA Robotic Lawnmower. 
Our installation videos give you step-by-step 
instructions on how it’s done.

Operator’s Manuals
Know more 
Has your operator manual disappeared?
Visit the Robotic Lawnmower Support Centre and 
download a copy. 

Product Registration
For additional services 
Be sure to register your Robotic Lawnmower on-line.
It only takes a few minutes and will unlock some great 
additional benefits.
Register your Robotic Lawnmower online within 
three months of purchase, and extend your two-year 
warranty by one year, to a total warranty period of 
three years.

Software Updates
Update to the latest operating software 
Unlock new functions and optimisations.
To activate some features mentioned in this brochure, 
your SILENO Robotic Lawnmower may require a free 
software update.

FOR MORE THAN

20 YE ARS

RELIABLE

GARDENA.com 
/nz/support/robotic-
mower-support-centre/

SILENO Life 750
15101-38
967845314
Up to 750 m2

Up to 35 %
20–50 mm
PIN code, alarm
57 (dB)A

•
•
•
•
•
•
x2
Lithium-ion battery
Approx. 8.3 kg
200 m boundary wire, 
300 hooks,  
4 couplers,  
5 connectors

M



Husqvarna New Zealand Ltd.

Telephone: (09) 920-2410
Email: customer.service@husqvarna.co.nz

www.GARDENA.com

Important Information: 
GARDENA is a member of Husqvarna Group.
Husqvarna New Zealand Ltd (Company No. 111861) 
reserves the right to make changes in the interest of 
technological progress at any time without prior notice.
Images are for illustration purposes only.
Some products may not be available in all areas,
please check with your local reseller for product availability.
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